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Dust Collector Vacuums
TV3000 & TV4000

construction products



Dust Collector Vacuum
TV3000
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With advanced technologies and 
accumulated know-how, the TV3000 Twin 
Dust Collector and TV4500 Dust Collector 
have powerful suction capacity and filtration 
technology that allows for perfect collection 
of both airborne dust and even the remaining 
dust on the floor. 
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TV3000

VOLTAGE

POWER

AIR PRESSURE

AIRFLOW

HOSE

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

PLASTIC DUST BAG

NOISE

220V    50/60Hz, single phase

2400W (1200W x 2, 3.2HP)

2600mmAq

280 c.f.m

50 Ø / 75 Ø

65 kg

600 x 600 x 1450 mm

500 x 800mm LDPE

65db

TECHNICAL DATA



Dust Collector Vacuum
TV4500
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Hose inlet
(50mm/75mm)

Longopac bag and 
Plastic Dust Bag 
LDPE applicable

The TV3000 and TV4500 are ideal for all 
surface preperations equipments such as 
grinders, polishers and scarifying 
machines that are used in construction 
sites, factories and warehouses. 
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TV4500

VOLTAGE

POWER

AIR PRESSURE

AIRFLOW

HOSE

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

PLASTIC DUST BAG

NOISE

220V    50/60Hz, single phase

3600W (4.7HP)

3000mmAq

330 c.f.m

50 Ø / 75 Ø

80 kg

750 x 700 x 1550 mm

500 x 800mm LDPE

75db

TECHNICAL DATA



INCLUDED ACCESSORIES

BENEFITS AND FEATURES

AUTOMATIC FILTER CLEANER

LONGOPACK BAG

PTFE FILTER AND SECONDARY ASBESTOS FILTER
PTFE FILTER SECONDARY ASBESTOS FILTER

The PTFE filter repels water and has a low coefficient of 
friction making it hard for substances to stick to the filter 
creating easy removal which protects the motor from being 
damaged by the dust and particles. 

The secodary filter (Ultra HEPA) aids in collecting hazardous 
particles such as Asbestos and silica. 

Traxx TV3000A and TV4500A (Asbestos) are certified to 
comply with Dispersed Oil Particulate (DOP) test, as 
mentioned in the Australian Standard IEC 60335.2.69.

The TV3000 and TV4500 Dust Collectors take 
advantage of the Longopac bagging system, which 
makes managing dust very easy and efficient. 
With the Longopac system, all dust is collected in a 
heavy-duty plastic bag, which can easily be disposed 
of with minimal dust contact. This dust-free disposal 
option is very important, since fine dust can be 
hazardous to one’s health. 

The automatic filter cleaner operates at 
regular intervals, where the rotator impacts 

the inner part of the metal coated Hepa Filter 
to remove 99% of dust, to the Longopac 

collection system. This allows dramatically 
extended cleaning intervals.
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PTFE Filter

Filter protector
(Do not remove it)

AUTO Filter Cleaning System

Shaker motor assembly setAUTO Filter shaker arm set
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B) HOW TO INSTALL LONGOPAC BAG FOR 

START-UP :
1. Secure collection hose to both hose inlet(vacuum) and equipment.

2. Secure Longopac adaptor,  tie bottom by cable tie and pull down bag.

3. Confirm vacuum is OFF before plugging power cord into 220V outlet.

4. Turn ON auto filter cleaning motor switch.
(Check the sound of filtration.   If no sound or lower, 
do not operate vacuum then replace shaking bar-white PE.)

5. Wait 10 seconds then turn ON vacuum motor switch 1/2.

6. Vacuum is now ready for operation.

adaptor #1 & #2

 LONGOPAC BAG DIRECTION
1. Prior to changing Longopac bag,  turn OFF vacuum motor switch 1/2.

2. Wait 2 minutes while vacuum filter purges,  then turn OFF auto cleaning motor.

3. Using cable tie,  fasten top & bottom of longopac bag securely, then cut it off.

4. Turn ON auto filter cleaning motor switch.

5. Turn ON vacuum motor switch 1/2.

 HUT-DOWN :
1. Turn OFF vacuum motor switch 1/2.

2. Wait 2 minutes while vacuum filter purges.

3. Turn OFF auto filter cleaning motor switch.
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PTFE Filter

Filter protector
(Do not remove it)

AUTO Filter Cleaning System
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TRAXX CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS
Unit 4/1 Rocklea Drive, Port Melbourne, Victoria, Australia 3207
Phone: 1300 109 108 Telephone: +61 (0)3 9646 9200
Email: info@traxxcp.com.au Website: www.traxxcp.com.au

- Hose 10 M x 1

- Elbow x 1

- Pipe x 1

- Floor Brush x 1

- Floor Nozzle x 1

- Round Brush x 1

- Dust Bag (LDPE, 21 x 32”) 20pcs

- Velcro Strap for tightening the plastic bag

- 75mm Hose Connector

- Extra Longopac Bags


